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This document draws on the research programme ‘Home Space in African Cities’, funded 
by the Danish Research Council for Innovation 2009-2011, under the management of Prof. 
Jorgen Eskemose Andersen of the School of Architecture, Copenhagen. 

The programme was based on a conception and research design by Prof. Paul Jenkins of 
the School of the Built Environment, Heriot-Watt University / Edinburgh School of Architec-
ture and Landscape Architecture. 

It was implemented in partnership between the above institutions (led by Professors An-
dersen and Jenkins) and the Centre of African Studies at the ISCTE- Instituto Universitário 
de Lisboa (represented by Dr. Ana Bénard da Costa) and the centre for Development of 
Habitat Studies in the Faculty of Architecture and Physical Planning, Universidade Eduardo 
Mondlane, Mozambique (represented by Prof. Dr. Luis Lage , Prof. Julio Carrilho and Dr. 
Carlos Trinidade) and the Faculty of Humanities and Social Science, Universidade Eduardo 
Mondlane (represented by  Dr. Adriano Biza).

The fieldwork was undertaken with participation of students of architecture and anthropology 
from Universidade Eduardo Mondlane, and had key involvement from architect Silje Sollien 
and anthropologist  Judite Chipenembe. 

Generous support from the Mozambican director of the Faculty of Architecture and Physical 
Planning, and time donated by Edinburgh and Lisbon institutions for their academics’ inputs 
have been a key aspect of the programme’s success. 

Illustrations by Anders Bjerregaard-Andersen and Khadidja Ouis. Layout by Anders  
Bjerregaard-Andersen. 

Maputo, Mozambique 2012
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Research Background

The African City 

Rapid urbanisation in Sub-Saharan Africa is now taking place – the last 
major world region to go through this process whereby the majority of 
the population live in urban areas. This is initially through migration from 
rural areas, but rapidly becomes natural increase of urban populations, 
especially as it is linked to attitudes to family size and structure – i.e. the 
‘demographic bulge’ associated with continued ‘traditions’ of high birth 
rates, yet falling death rates. In Sub-Saharan Africa this process is taking 
place in an arguably uniquely weak political and economic context . This 
is the legacy of exploitative European mercantile engagement (approx. 
1500- 1900) and then colonial dominance (1900-1950 approx.), which led 
to slavery and arbitrary nation-state creation. It is also the result of sub-
sequent rapid disengagement by dominant capitalist economies (through 
phases of decolonisation, neo-colonisation and virtual abandonment of 
global investment flows) yet continued global political subordination (e.g. 
through foreign aid). Today African governments and the private sectors 
are relatively weak and thus their action in urban change and transforma-
tion or development is very limited – compounded by anti-urban bias in 
‘development’ policies.

This context is leading to new forms of urbanism emerging which chal-
lenge conventional values of what is ‘urban’. These forms are based on 
spatially mobile populations with many engaging with multiple econom-
ic activities based on social structures, as opposed to industrial based 
activity distinct from residential environments. The physical form of this 
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urbanism is dominated by households’ use of space for living – which 
often incorporates economic production as well as social reproduction. 
Although these urban forms are in evidence in other Southern countries, 
there is much more limited capacity of government to record and service 
urban space in Sub-Saharan Africa. In addition, the relative poverty of 
the majority (and hence lack of profit opportunity for wider formal private 
sector urban action in this respect) means that the extent of what is typi-
cally called ‘informal’ urbanism is much more prevalent in both spatial and 
temporal senses. In other words it is widespread (including in what is 
often seen as ‘formal’ urban areas) and has already existed for decades 
– and its growth will mean it will most likely continue to exist for many 
more decades. 

‘Home Space’ as a concept

The above overview creates the wider context for this study, which seeks 
to examine the nature of this new form of ‘urbanism as a way of life’ 
through investigating the nature and impact of ‘home space’. This con-
cept, developed by the research team in a speculative sense, refers to 
the spaces within which the majority of African urban residents ‘dwell’ - 
‘dwelling’ being both a place and a process. Creating ‘home spaces’ thus 
involves spatial and social practices, but conceptually ‘home’ is above all 
else a culturally defined concept. Collectively African home spaces cre-
ate the majority of urban places and are inevitably enacted within politi-
cal and economic contexts, which (as noted above) establish structural 
parameters for such agency. Understanding home space thus entails un-
derstanding the physical, social, economic, cultural and temporal aspects 
of urban change. In this, the research programme seeks to understand 
‘Home Space in the African city’ as a way to challenge existing assump-
tions, and inductively seek new understanding which can be the basis 
for reflection for other more normative activity such as urban policy and 
development practice.  

The research programme is composed of three main research compo-
nent projects:

A contextual overview to provide an understanding of urbanisation and 
urban development trends in Sub-Saharan Africa, Mozambique and 
specifically Maputo – to identify the structural parameters for emerging 
urbanism based predominantly on home spaces, and provide a wider 
context for interpreting the findings of the empirical work;

A built environment dwelling and household socio-economic study in a 
representative section of the large peri-urban areas of Maputo city, partly 
drawing on previous studies in a longitudinal sense, and partly following 
the trends in urban expansion and morphology (using stratified random 
sampling based on some 100 sites, half being longitudinal) – to record 
what is understood as home space and its role in urban change; and an 
in-depth ethnographic study of a smaller sample of circa 20 households 
vis-à-vis the wider family and social construction of home, identifying 
past, present and future perceptions – to understand what is embedded 
with and underpins the development of home space at the micro-level.
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Planning categories Facilities This part of the Home Space study 
aims at providing insights into the 
relationship between the planning 
categories and the economic sta-
tus of the Home Space sample 
residents both issues as defined 
by the research team.  

The Home Space research has 
identified four urban planning cat-
egories reflecting both the actual 
urban development processes 
and the nature of the state’s role of 
regulating the urbanisation proc-
ess namely: a) ‘unplanned’ areas; 
b) ‘reordered’ areas (previously 
unplanned and mostly still unof-
ficial vis-à-vis formal land tenure; 
c) ‘officially planned’ areas and d) 
‘unofficially planned’. In general in 
the city as a whole the unplanned 
areas predominate (57%), fol-
lowed by officially planned ar-
eas (27%), and then unofficially 
planned areas (9%) and finally 
reordered areas (7%). As with the 
city overall, the unplanned areas 
constituted the majority of the 102 
sampled cases with some 40% , 
followed by the officially planned 
areas (38%), the reordered areas 
with some 8% and finally the unof-
ficially planned areas constituting 

14%. The unplanned areas are 
thus under-represented (40% in-
stead of 57% actual), and planned 
areas are over-represented (38% 
instead of 27% actual). Re-or-
dered areas are well represent-
ed (8% compared to 7% actual), 
however the unofficially planned 
areas continue to be overrepre-
sented with 14% compared to 
overall city of 9% although a much 
higher proportion in the areas out-
side the city boundary and hence 
this bias is counter weighted with 
the de facto very high proportion 
of unofficially planned plot in the 
District of Marracuene which func-
tionally falls with the metropolitan 
region of Maputo.   

The study defined five economic 
categories of economic status of 
the households, ranging from very 
poor and poor via average to rich 
and very rich. This corresponds 
with five categories of analysis 
from the 2000 study, although the 
focus in this study was more on 
poverty than general economic 
status. The distribution of the 
households in the five categories 
is as follows from the total of 97 
households where 2010 socio-

economic data is available: 24% 
defined as very poor, 23% as poor, 
33% as in a medium economic 
situation while the rich group had 
15% and finally the segment de-
fined as very rich were represent-
ed with some 5% as illustrated in 
the graphic. The definition of the 
economic categories was based 
and an assets approach in order 
to be able to depict the reality 
on the ground in terms how peri-
urban people cope and develop 
survival strategies including those 
that not necessarily were based 
on monetary possession. 

Finally the present study consid-
ers the Plot Cover Ratio or the 
Built Up Area i.e. the percentage 
of the plot that has been built 
upon. This was considered impor-
tant in terms of facilitate evaluating 
the potential for further horizontal 
expansion on the plots and hence 
predict when eventual vertical de-
velopments would crop up. 
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Built space and services on 

site

Infrastructure provision e.g. electricity and water had improved consider-
ably since the previous research in 1990 and 2000. 

In the 1990 survey a major concern among the surveyed households was 
the lack of electricity and water, whereas in the 2000 survey only one re-
spondent mentioned water supply as a major issue. In 2010 some 75 % 
of the responding households had electricity on plot and more than half of 
the cases had running water on their plot and in 2010 water provision was 
not considered as a problem by most residents in the sample. Generally 
prices for water varied but in general respondent were not complaining 
on water prices but were more concerned with the availability and the 
frequency of running water in the taps. 

Sanitation was in all cases as individual on-site solutions with latrines or 
WC (and septic tank). Grey waste water was throughout the Home Space 
cases simply thrown on the ground. Waste water from the bath facilities 
often as open air were likeminded via simple outlets led to the plot surface 
or onto the street. No peri-urban areas in Maputo were served with sewer.   

Accessibility in terms of roads and drainage were however still a ma-
jor problem in most areas under study most prevalent in the unplanned 
neighbourhoods. 

Waste management was generally quite poor with containers located in 
some neighbourhoods while in others not and furthermore the manage-
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ment around the containers themselves with regular overflow of garbage 
was a nuisance and environmentally quite problematic. Hence many 
residents buried the household waste on their plot and/or burned it. This 
practise of burning waste and the widespread use of charcoal and fire-
wood as cooking fuel created a constant smoke in most bairros polluting 
the air with dangerous and toxic smokes.  

Kitchens and bath facilities were still in most Home Space cases locat-
ed outside the main house and generally the latrine and bath were to 
the extent possible in the far end of the plot as distant as possible from 
the kitchen functions. Kitchens were often quite simple outdoor arrange-
ments occupying part of the outdoor space on the plot and in many cases 
all was practised outdoor and utensils were stored in part of a living room 
in the house. Kitchens were however increasingly being built as mono-
functional units within the home space case sample.
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House and built space:

Built up area
Distance from Praca da OMM

17 2115 1913119753 16 2014 18121086421

The plot cover ratio i.e. built up 
area for the cases in the study var-
ied from 0 % to 100 %, as some 
plots were left vacant and some 
were fully built upon. The major-
ity of the plots surveyed in 2010 
had a cover ratio of less than 50 
%.  The economic status of the 
household residing on the plot 
had the most direct impact on 
plot cover ratio, as this rises with 
wealth. Other socio-economic fac-
tors such as size and composition 
of household did not seem to have 
a significant influence on the plot 
cover ratio i.e. bigger households 
did not necessarily have a higher 
plot cover ratio.

68 % of the home space cases 
consisted of one building on the 
plot while 30 % had an annex with 
at least one room, not counting 
external kitchens and bathrooms 
as annexes. The relation between 
size of household and sizes of 
houses was quite weak. In addi-
tion, all but one of the 102 cases 
was as one storey constructions, 
although this seems to be chang-
ing with two storey buildings start-
ing to appear throughout the study 
area.  

Across the sample the typi-
cal house was 60m2, with three 
room divisions, including eventual 
smaller outbuildings and annexes. 
The size of the houses was clearly 
linked to the wealth of the resid-
ing household with affluent house-
holds having bigger houses. The 
number of household members 
did not seem to have any direct 
influence on the size of the house 
as some wealthy families were 

nuclear families with few fam-
ily members but with big houses. 
However nuclear households with 
some extensions and extended 
households had more built up 
area than other household types 
reflecting the need for more liv-
ing space for these relative large 
households. 

The study also shows signs of 
gentrification with developers buy-
ing out poor residents, giving way 
to either the building of a large villa 
type of housing or build condomin-
ium type of houses for sale or rent. 
These latter developments were 
in two or three storeys, introducing 
new trends in the urban fabric not 
common prior in peri-urban Mapu-
to. This process was mostly taking 
place in the interface between the 
formal and the informal city where 
a roll over urban expansion proc-
ess is evidenced.   

The densification process was 
evident the closer to the cement 
city and hence location matters in 
terms of built up area. However in 
the outer areas, e.g. Guava and 
Jafar in Marracuene District, plots 
here were also being subdivided 
with plot sizes similar to those 
found closer to the city. This may 
signal that competition for cheap 
land is increasing and traditional 
landholders were becoming more 
aware of the market value of their 
land and hence subdividing in 
smaller units in order to maximise 
the gain.     

Observations of houses in two 
or three stories in areas located 
just outside the central city in un-

planned areas is a signal that the 
pressure for well located land is 
moving into the peri-urban areas 
at the time of the study. However 
subdivisions and densification in 
the built environment were wide-
spread, whether in proximity to 
the city or further out at the ur-
ban frontline, and hence two and 
three stories building were also 
observed in the planned and un-
official planned areas quite distant 
from the city centre. As the graph 
indicates the longer from the city 
centre the less built up areas was 
recorded. 

House type and built space:

Built up area
Distribution by economic status
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Kitchens were in most of the 
Home Spaces functioning inside 
and outside. In reality a typical 
peri-urban kitchen in a poor or 
low-income household is a quite 
simple arrangement with all ac-
tivities taking place outside i.e. 
preparing the food, the cooking 
itself on charcoal and washing 
the dishes. Most kitchen utensils 
were stored either in a space in 
the house, or in a simple outdoor 
structure. Very few poor and low-
income residents were cooking 
in an indoor kitchen however in 
some case part of the daily work 
related to food preparation took 
place indoor. 

None of the low-income cases 
had a kitchen with an indoor sink 
with an outlet of the grey water. 
This picture was quite the oppo-
site when observing the better-off 

household were indoor kitchen 
was becoming the norm obviously 
increasingly as all new house con-
struction taking place had design 
for an indoor kitchen. However 
many indoor kitchens still did not 
have water and sink and still part 
of the food preparation were still 
taking place outside. 

Bathroom were in all low-income 
Home Spaces located outside 
at the furthest possible corner of 
the plot and as distant as possi-
ble from the outdoor kitchen func-
tions. All toilets and bathrooms 
within the poor segments were as 
latrines some as improved some 
as simple. All bathrooms were as 
a simple enclosure often in direct 
connection to the latrine and with 
a simple outlet of the grey water 
to the surface of the plot. Many 
latrines and bathing facilities were 

quite simple structures built with 
rudimentary material and open 
to the sky. All better-off economic 
groups in the Home Space survey 
had indoor toilet and bath and all 
were served with an on-site sep-
tic tank. As in all other peri-urban 
areas none of the Home Spaces 
case was served with sewer.     

Home space functions:

Kitchens and bathrooms
Inside, outside or both
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The step-by-step building process 
with most houses built in phases 
room by room has directly influ-
enced the overall design as most 
of these new single rooms have an 
independent roof slope and hence 
the local expression for describing 
a house in relation to the number 
of roof slopes (“aguas” in Portu-
guese) which equals number of  
living spaces. With typically four 
different rooms (sitting room and 3 
bedrooms) this produces four dif-
ferent roof slopes – the so-called 
‘ventoinha’ house - which seems 
to be a quite distinctive Maputo 
style.

The most common house type 
had typically 2 or 3 bedrooms and 
a living room, making up nearly 
half of the sample and found in all 
income groups except amongst 
the poor who generally had small-
er houses – 1 or 2 rooms – used 
as multifunctional spaces. 

House type and built space:

Number of rooms and family size
Bedrooms per number of family members

7

Residents on plot

Number of bedrooms
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Services on site:

Water installed on plot
Percentage by planning category and economic status

60 % of the Home Space cases 
had running water on plot while 34 
% had no running water (6 plots 
were vacant). Only 23 % of the 
very poor households had water 
on plot, 44 % of the poor house-
holds to compare with 84 % of the 
medium households. All rich and 
very rich households had running 
water on their plot. The majority 
(70 %) responded that they buy 
their water from a private sup-
plier. Selling water has become a 
common form of trade with quite 
a number of households withwa-
ter connection making business 
through selling water regularly.  

Generally prices for water varied 
however residents were not par-
ticularly complaining on the price 

of water but were more concerned 
with the frequency in supply. 

The change in water provision 
within the study area was remark-
able. In 1990 no-one had running 
water on their plot and in 2000 
still only two had running water 
on their plot. In 1990 and 2000, 
typically people bought water from 
neighbours with private boreholes 
or from public boreholes. Water 
was carried, mostly a women job, 
in plastic containers of 25 litres. 
In quite a few cases individual 
households with a meter connec-
tion to a water provider sells wa-
ter to the neighbourhood making 
a small profit on the unit price. In 
cases leaking pipes were provid-
ing residents with water for some 

time until the damage was under 
control. Professional stealing wa-
ter was also recorded as some 
plumbers simply connected ille-
gally to pipes and sold there serv-
ice to residents.   

The majority of the respondents 
in the 1990 survey complained 
about the lack of water and elec-
tricity as a key issue. In the 2000 
study the situation was however 
rather the opposite, here only 
one case mentioned water supply 
as a major concern. In 2010 the 
concern was more on regularity 
in supply. However in some areas 
water was still an issue of concern 
to residents and queuing for water 
was a frequent phenomenon. 

Planned o�cialPlanned uno�cialReordered, uno�cialUnplanned

62,5% 75% 61,5% 62,9%

Very richRichMediumPoorVery poor

23,8% 43,5% 83,9% 100% 100%

Planned o�cialPlanned uno�cialReordered, uno�cialUnplanned

62,5% 75% 61,5% 62,9%

Very richRichMediumPoorVery poor

23,8% 43,5% 83,9% 100% 100%

yes

no

Water on plot
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Services on site:

Electricity installed on plot
Percentage by planning category and economic status

75% of the sample cases have 
electricity connection on plot. The 
proportion of plots with electricity 
connection was significantly high-
er in comparison with the longitu-
dinal study where only two (out of 
16) plots in 1990 and five cases 
(out of 24) in 2000. 

Electricity connection is related 
to economic status and the study 
provides evidence that the very 
poor households had significantly 
lower electricity connection cover-
age. 32 % of the very poor house-
holds did not have electricity as 
compared with 78 % of the poor 
households, while all medium, rich 

and very rich households had an 
electricity connection on plot.

Pre-paid meter ‘Credilec’ (pro-
vided by a public electricity com-
pany based on pre-paying for a 
certain amount of power) is by 
far the most widespread system 
for electricity supply in the study. 
Most of the cases without electric-
ity connections also did not have 
running water on their plots indica-
tion quite clearly that being with-
out electricity means your are ei-
ther poor or the house is still under 
construction and not yet inhabited. 
Furthermore the socio-economic 
study as part of the Home Space 

research recorded that a number 
of poor residents having electricity 
installed, but were not using it on a 
regular basis due to high the cost 
and the financial constrains many 
poor household were bound into. 

Electricity was primarily a source 
for lighting and TV, radio and 
fridge. Very few used electricity for 
cooking as it was widely consid-
ered as too expensive.    

Planned o�cialPlanned uno�cialReordered, uno�cialUnplanned

80,5% 87,5% 69,2% 74,3%

Very richRichMediumPoorVery poor

30,4% 78,3% 100% 93,3% 100%

Planned o�cialPlanned uno�cialReordered, uno�cialUnplanned

80,5% 87,5% 69,2% 74,3%

Very richRichMediumPoorVery poor

30,4% 78,3% 100% 93,3% 100%

yes

no

Electricity on plot
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Use of quintal

Most of the open space in the quintals of the studied home spaces was 
bare earth, well maintained and swept regularly. This was a typical activity 
for the women sweeping every morning the quintal.  Spots of the garden 
were sometimes covered by vegetation and in a fifth of the cases more 
than 25 % of the open space is covered by some kind of vegetation such 
as e.g. grass, weeds or other plants. The proportion of plot covered by 
vegetation increases with the distance from the city, meaning that most 
of the plots with the highest proportion of vegetation cover were also the 
plots farthest away from the city in the new expansion areas some which 
still were bearing some rural characteristics. 

The open space in the quintal is apart from a space for domestic work 
also an important space for social gathering provided shade is availa-
ble. It is in the quintal that family events take place if space is sufficient 
enough to gather a big family with extensions. And the quintal is further 
where in some case vegetable gardening is practised and chickens and 
ducks are kept. 

A more recent phenomenon recorded in the Home Space sample is the 
development of the decorative garden with a lawn with well kept hedges 
and flowers. Such gardens with a few exceptions were only found among 
the richer segment of the home space residents. Furthermore there is 
a quite strong tendency among wealthy residents to pave a substantial 
share of the open space on the plot. This was even heard argued for rea-
sons of combating erosion. Big trees were still quite prevalent however 
the continued densification and extension of houses most among the me-
dium and wealthy segment is increasingly putting big old trees in danger.   
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Use of quintal:

Vegetable garden
Percentage by planning category and economic status

The outdoor spaces was in many 
Home Space cases recorded as 
being used for vegetable produc-
tion and typically also maize and 
the traditional seasonal Mozam-
bican beans.  However in general 
production was rather limited and 
often only for self consumption 
leaving an eventual surplus for 
selling from the plot. Vegetable 
gardens were mostly found in 

poorer households. The area with 
gardens with some vegetable pro-
duction was in the planned unof-
ficial area in areas still with some-
how rural characteristics. The 
planned areas still had some gar-
dening as well while the reordered 
areas very close to the city had 
none and the unplanned areas 
were recorded with some activity 
as well. Small animal production 

was often recorded with the same 
households and often only chick-
en however these may also be ob-
served in the dense inner bairros 
but only for self consumption.    

Planned o�cialPlanned uno�cialReordered, uno�cialUnplanned

29,3% 0% 57,1% 41%

Very richRichMediumPoorVery poor

59,1% 47,8% 22,6% 13,3% 20%

Planned o�cialPlanned uno�cialReordered, uno�cialUnplanned

29,3% 0% 57,1% 41%

Very richRichMediumPoorVery poor

59,1% 47,8% 22,6% 13,3% 20%

Use of quintal:

Decorative garden
Percentage by planning category and economic status

A rather significant seemingly up-
coming change in the use of the 
outdoor spaces was observed 
in terms of vegetable and other 
crop gardens were decreasing 
whereas decorative gardens were 
increasing however still a rather 
rare phenomenon. The decorative 
garden typically starts as a small 
band along the street façade of 
the house or along a small paved 
spine with with flowerbeds, some 
small trees or ornamental bushes.

However the study carries some 
evidence of medium and better-
off households to a greater extent 
than previously were concerned 

with the open space on the plot as 
a show off space and hence more 
gardens was observed in these 
households. 

Some households was further 
combining the decorative ele-
ments of fruit tress e.g. in terms 
of hybrid mango trees low growing 
but with a huge potential in terms 
of fruit production. In general how-
ever the picture in terms of gar-
dens that the study has revealed 
is that of wealthy households 
with big lawns and a few recently 
planted tress and at times some 
few bushes. None of the Homes 
Space sample had a gardener 

taking care of the outdoor spaces 
specifically. Many open spaces 
and gardens in the sample were 
bearing a quite futile image as the 
yard first and foremost is a scene 
for everyday working life (wash-
ing, drying, cooking) and at times 
a space for economic activities. 
Better-of households appeared to 
pay less attention to open outdoor 
space as an area for socialising 
as most would instead offer indoor 
space for social gathering. 

Planned o�cialPlanned uno�cialReordered, uno�cialUnplanned

14,6% 12,5% 42,9% 38,5%

Very richRichMediumPoorVery poor

4,5% 17,4% 31,2% 66,7% 60%

Planned o�cialPlanned uno�cialReordered, uno�cialUnplanned

14,6% 12,5% 42,9% 38,5%

Very richRichMediumPoorVery poor

4,5% 17,4% 31,2% 66,7% 60%
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Peri-urban Maputo seen from 
above is remarkable green with 
many big trees. In tandem with 
the ventoinha roofscape and ac-
cess routes, the trees create the 
typical green landscape. Trees 

provide shade and hence create 
spaces for socializing and domes-
tic work, bear fruits and/or act as 
decorative elements. Trees also 
had a spiritual function vis-à-vis 
the reverence for ancestors and 

traditional ceremonies often in-
volve trees. 

Use of quintal:

Shade providing trees
Percentage by economic status

Very richRichMediumPoorVery poor

0% 4,5% 18,1% 33,3% 40%

Very richRichMediumPoorVery poor

81,8% 82,6% 72,7% 60% 40%

tree

alpendra

The quintal is a space for daily 
work and social interaction where 
e.g. visitors can be received in 
the shade under a tree. The ma-
jority of the cases, 73 %, have a 
shade providing tree in their yard 

and in 2/3 of these cases, the tree 
is a big mango tree and in other 
cases there were mafureira (Natal 
Mahogany) or canhueira (Marula) 
trees, both producing fruits. Other 
fruit trees that were commonly 

found in the courtyards in the sur-
vey were lime, avocado, citrus 
and papaya (however the latter 
not providing shade).

Use of quintal:

Fruit trees on plot
Percentage by economic status

Very richRichMediumPoorVery poor

68,2% 65,2% 75,8% 73,3% 40%

13 % of the cases have construct-
ed a device to provide shade in 
the yard and 17 % hence have 
erected a so-called alpendre, of-
ten a tarpaulin on a steel or wood 
construction, providing shade. In 
some case this area also served 
as a shading option for an eventu-

al car. Most alpendres were often 
built over paved areas and were 
found in more wealthy households 
and hence the survey indicates 
that the alpendre is related to eco-
nomic status, as poorer people 
use trees as the most common 
shading option. With the contin-

ued densification and expansion 
of built up areas on the plots many 
trees were seen being cut down 
giving way for building work. 

Use of quintal:

Alpendre
Percentage by economic status

Very richRichMediumPoorVery poor

0% 4,5% 18,1% 33,3% 40%

Very richRichMediumPoorVery poor

81,8% 82,6% 72,7% 60% 40%

tree

alpendra

Some quintals were extensively 
paved and it was believed by the 
informants that paving the yard 
with concrete may ameliorate 
problems with erosions.

The number of plots having large 
paved areas has increased sig-
nificantly over time, particularly 
over the past 10 years. In 1990 
almost none had paving in their 
yard, except from a small platform 
at the door entrance or a paved 
floor in the latrine annex. In the 
cases in 2000 some had partly 
paved yards, typically in front of 
the house. In 2010 the paved area 
had expanded significantly and 
some plots were now even fully 
paved.

Use of quintal:

Paved area
Distribution by economic status
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Relation to street

Most of the cases in the Home Space survey have some type of wall 
or hedge towards the street, with a few exceptions without any clearly 
defined plot boundary. The boundary of the plot and how it relates to the 
street, was very much affecting the public urban space of the bairros. 
Moreover, how the house was addressing the street is important as this 
is where the entrance to the home space is located, and hence shows off 
the house and the status of the household living there. 

However the many high walls built over the recent decade often with 
barbed wire or broken glass on top as security measures sends a signal 
of a fortified neighbourhood with little if any visibility and hence transpar-
ency to what is actually going on behind these high walls. It further cre-
ates rather empty streets without any social control and hence violent 
incidences and assaults have in such environments may unfortunately 
quite easy take place. As many of the Home Space respondents com-
plained as to the poor police performance in the bairros in general these 
urban spaces easily turns into no mans land, not least at night, and hence 
people fear and refrain form entering the public domain after dark.

However still quite a few of the Home Space cases had visible access 
from the street at least partly and in such cases the veranda was consid-
ered an important architectural feature and an important social meeting 
space.   
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The most common plot layout was 
a rectangular form with perimeter 
walls of either espinhosa (thorn 
hedge) or blocks, or a mix of the 
two. Other perimeter wall materi-
als were metal sheets. Very few 
plots had parts, or the whole area, 
undefined with no physical mark-
ing of boundaries. 

Although the previous surveys 
mainly covered officially planned 
and reordered situations, as well 
as a few unplanned cases, this 
study carries evidence of a re-
markable transformation and con-
solidation regarding plot develop-
ment and how these were defined. 
In the present study the majority of 
the cases had perimeter closure of 
some kind (espinhosa or blocks) 
regardless of planning category, 
location or the economic status of 

the household. In the 1990 study 
the situation was rather the op-
posite when few had walled their 
plot off and most had no perimeter 
walls or only partly some kind of 
fence. In the 2000 study the major-
ity had walls of mixed espinhosa 
and blocks. A couple of cases had 
only espinhosa and one or two 
sides left open with no clear defi-
nition and in general these open 
sides were towards the street.

The longitudinal study thus pro-
vides evidence of a clear transition 
from loosely defined plots to well-
defined and bordered plots with a 
trend towards built walls, with the 
gradual vanishing of the green es-
pinhosa hedge. The trend is that 
the perimeter walls built first were 
the walls defining limits to neigh-
bouring plots, sides and rear, the 

division wall to the public space 
(i.e. street) being built as the last 
definition of plot. This type of tran-
sition was seen in 19 cases. 

Walling the plot was by most resi-
dents given very high priority for 
security reasons and in order to 
assure that intruders did not en-
croach their land as land demar-
cation and cadastre registry was 
unreliable and many plots were 
not formally demarcated by a to-
pographer. 

Relation to street:

Perimeter wall

The relation to the street was 
sometimes influenced by eco-
nomic activity in the form of sell-
ing from the boundary of the plot 
or at times just within the plot or 
at times just outside the plot. This 
may be in the form of a table, a so-
called banca, which is taken away 
at night from which basic goods 

were sold.  Nearly 60 % of all plots 
surveyed had some form of eco-
nomic activity on their plot and 
many were selling vegetables out-
side the house towards the street 
on a table which is typically a sea-
sonal economic activity. Selling 
basic goods, either from a banca 
or a barraca, is the second most 

reported economic activity. Other 
economic activities reported were 
the services of a traditional healer, 
raising chickens and ducks, sale 
of second hand clothes, tailoring, 
or the services of blacksmiths and 
carpenters. 

A common feature in peri-urban 
Maputo is the permanent built 
structures in the form of a kiosk 
(barraca) for selling goods or 
serving as a bar or a hair dress-
ing salon. About one fifth (21 %) 
of the cases surveyed has ei-
ther a banca ( table top shop) or 
a barraca (kiosk). No barracas 
were observed on the plots sur-

veyed 1990, however two cases 
had a barraca in the 2000 study. 
Reported economic activities in 
the previous studies were selling 
production from a small vegetable 
garden, traditional healer, brewing 
of traditional alcoholic drinks, shoe 
and watch repairer and tailoring. 
This kind of activities continues as 
recorded in the 2010 study how-

ever increasingly from built small 
structures often as an integrated 
part of the perimeter wall.    
However households of lower 
economic status generally sell 
from bancas, as opposed to richer 
households that to a higher extent 
sell and trade from barracas, hav-
ing more goods at display for sale. 

Relation to street:

Barraca/kiosk
Percentage by economic status

Relation to street:

Table top shop
Percentage by economic status
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The veranda was always fac-
ing the street while some houses 
had an additional veranda on the 
rear. The veranda was often the 
main entrance to the house and 
the house was hence always en-
tered through the veranda. The 
veranda was often one step lower 
than the floor level in the house. 
Only a very few of the poorer 
households had verandas. The 
veranda is a transition space be-
tween outside and inside and of-
ten used for cooking and storage, 
but the veranda serves primarily 
as representing the house in the 
neighbourhood. This was clearly 
expressed by many respondents 
and hence many interviews did de 
facto take place in the veranda. 

Relation to street:

Veranda
Percentage by economic status
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The majority of houses had some 
windows with glass panes. How-
ever many houses had blocked 
the window openings temporarily 
with either roof sheets or blocks, 
leaving a small gap at the top for 
air circulation and some daylight 
intake. Buildings were however 
all prepared for windows to be 
mounted at a later stage, when 
the economic situation household 
allows. Many windows had bur-
glar bars and 66 % had this cov-
ering on at least one window in 
the house. There appear to be a 
quite clear tendency to signal  to 
by passers that the house is well 
projected and hence burglar bars 
and steel front doors were often 
visible from the street. 

Relation to street:

Type of windows towards the street
Distribution by economic status

0
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80The study reveals that a third 

of the houses had un-plastered 
walls, another third had plastered 
walls while the remaining third had 
plastered and painted outer walls. 
During fieldwork the research 
team observed relatively large 
differences between the various 
bairros concerning the outer wall 
finishing, giving the neighbour-
hoods quite different characteris-
tics. 

The fact that walls are left s with-
out plaster and with the general 
poor maintenance in one third 
of the sampled cases, leads to 
gradual decay as buildings turn 
dark with stains of black mould 
due to the hot and humid climate. 
This image was evident in some 
of the unplanned areas studied, 
especially in Hulene B, whereas in 
e.g. 3 de Fevereiro plastered and 
painted walls dominate. This re-

flects the more recent occupation 
of the latter area, but also the ten-
dency for higher income groups 
gentrifying this area and investing 
much more in the finishing of the 
houses. 

Relation to street:

Wall finishes
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Building as process

A striking feature when surveying Maputo Home Spaces was that build-
ings were a in a constant process whether under construction being 
extended, appended, maintained or finished. This process sometimes 
spans over decades, and in many cases the construction work seems 
never to finish. The longitudinal aspect of the Home Space survey reveals 
that it is not necessarily the building itself which is the object of analysis, 
but the building is rather a method of understanding the transformation 
processes that shape the evolving built product.

The longitudinal material and aspirations of the residents as to what they 
would like to improve in their living environment have been analysed in 
order to understand the processes that form the house. Key questions 
were: Is there a typical home building process and if so, what are the dif-
ferent phases? What does time imply in this context? The survey depicts 
building processes that are significantly different from case to case, but 
nonetheless in all cases the home space is constantly under transforma-
tion. 

The houses in the case study have been established over many years, 
some from before Independence - but the vast majority during the last 30 
years. The decade the respondents stated they moved to the plots sur-
veyed was fairly evenly distributed between pre-1980, 1980-1990, 1990-
2000 and 2000-2010, with 50 % informing they moved to the plot between 
1990 and 2010.

Two thirds responded that when moving to the plot that on the land there 
was “nothing”, “fields”, “bush”, or “trees and grass”, while others respond-
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ed that there were “plots for sale” or a “free space” available. Many were 
the first to develop on that specific bit of land, however this could have 
been part of another initially larger plot which was not necessarily unoc-
cupied when the residents moved to the actual part which is now a sepa-
rate plot. 

About one quarter responded that they had replaced an initial precari-
ous house with a permanent house. Answers such as there were “canico 
houses”, “only a canico house” or “round huts” show there were tradi-
tional dwellings on their plot before moving there. Some mentioned that 
there was a “madeira e zinco house” or “a small brickwork house” prior to 
the current house. However in most cases these former structures have 
all been demolished and new buildings built.  
A retrospective view on house building in peri-urban areas of Maputo 
shows major changes from precarious to permanent houses. The pre-
carious and traditional materials, primarily reeds (caniço), are now only 
in use in exceptional cases. Out of the 102 cases only one case was a 
caniço house, while two caretaker houses were built in canico as tempo-
rary structures.  

Evidence from the longitudinal study however shows that transformation 
seems to have been taking place prior to year 2000 as only six houses 
were built in caniço. 

The longitudinal study further shows that caniço houses were built follow-
ing a similar formula in terms of building techniques and size adapted to 
the size of the roofing material (corrugated roof sheets). However some 
variations were recorded as the caniço walls were sometimes plastered. 
Furthermore traditional circular huts were found in the previous studies, 
built as mud and reeds with grass as roofing material. In 1990 only a few 
had permanent houses of more than two divisions while the majority in 
the 2000 study already had permanent houses.

In 2010 all houses were built in permanent materials although some were 
in a quite poor state of maintenance. The study has further recorded that 
a substantial number of household were investing in house improve-
ments continuously and often building materials were observed stored on 
plot for later construction activities. Often cement blocks were stored for 
long without being properly projected and hence these were deteriorating 
and when construction eventually were to take off the blocks were eroded 
and not usable anymore.   
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Building as process:

Building materials on site
Percentage by planning category and economic status

The study has revealed that peri-
urban residents in Maputo were 
investing enormously in house 
building and improvements. Resi-
dents were investing as individual 
households without assistance 
from formal financial institutions 
or the state apart from issues re-
lated to land occupation which 
normally was dealt with through 
the local administration. This hap-
pens throughout although this 
tier of government does not have 
the mandate to intervene in land 
issues. As building a home in 
peri-urban Maputo generally is 

a lengthy process spanning over 
years people often have building 
materials stored on plot for later 
construction activities. Often ce-
ment blocks were stored for long 
without being properly projected 
and hence these were deteriorat-
ing and when construction even-
tually were to take off the blocks 
were eroded and not usable any-
more. Other type of building mate-
rials was further observed stored 
for late usage, however these 
were in most cases kept under 
more secure circumstances as 
theft was a problem and hence 

such material were not as visible 
as the blocks stacked on the plot 
under open air. Obviously most 
residents in the planned unofficial 
areas were recorded as having 
building materials on site as these 
neighbourhoods mostly were lo-
cated in the expansion areas of 
the city outside the formal city 
boundary with widespread con-
struction activity. 

Planned o�cialPlanned uno�cialReordered, uno�cialUnplanned

29,3% 0% 57,1% 41%

Very richRichMediumPoorVery poor

59,1% 47,8% 22,6% 13,3% 20%

Planned o�cialPlanned uno�cialReordered, uno�cialUnplanned

29,3% 0% 57,1% 41%

Very richRichMediumPoorVery poor

59,1% 47,8% 22,6% 13,3% 20%

Building as process:

Part of site under construction
Percentage by planning category and economic status

As house building in Maputo peri-
urban areas is a continuous proc-
ess spanning over decades there 
is hardly any area where there is 
not clearly visible signs of building 
activity taking place. However the 
planned unofficial areas under ur-
ban expansion were recorded with 
the highest rate of construction 
activity in the Home Space survey.

However the officially planned ar-
eas were also observed with many 
active building sites albeit many 
being extension works to existing 
buildings as most plots already 

have been built upon in these 
areas. However what appears to 
be the case further is that signs 
of vertical expansion with quite a 
number of two storey building now 
under construction. 

Planned o�cialPlanned uno�cialReordered, uno�cialUnplanned

14,6% 12,5% 42,9% 38,5%

Very richRichMediumPoorVery poor

4,5% 17,4% 31,2% 66,7% 60%

Planned o�cialPlanned uno�cialReordered, uno�cialUnplanned

14,6% 12,5% 42,9% 38,5%

Very richRichMediumPoorVery poor

4,5% 17,4% 31,2% 66,7% 60%
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Building as process:

Construction activity
Percentage by planning category and economic status

Building activities was recorded 
as taking place through out the 
study area. However the planned 
unofficial areas which most were 
located in at urban front were ex-
pansion were recorded with the 
highest rate of construction ac-
tivity with obviously many active 
building sites visible when visiting 
the area.

The officially planned areas were 
also observed with many sites 
under construction albeit many 
being extension works to existing 
g buildings. The planned areas 
further showed signs of vertical 
expansion with quite a number of 

two storey buildings now under 
construction. There were record-
ed very few vacant plots with no 
signs of development taking off in 
the planned areas. Building ac-
tivities was further observed in the 
unplanned areas and in the reor-
dered areas most often as exten-
sions but also in these quite dense 
built up areas some of the works 
in progress was as two storey or 
more stories.  

In some of the Home Spaces un-
der construction a caretaker was 
living on the plot securing the site 
from theft and managing the open 
space left on plot often cultivat-

ing the land for own consumption.  
These caretakers were typically 
living in temporary shelters built as 
the traditional canico houses with 
only one room. Some caretakers 
were living alone while other with 
family.  

Planned o�cialPlanned uno�cialReordered, uno�cialUnplanned

14,6% 12,5% 42,9% 38,5%

Very richRichMediumPoorVery poor

4,5% 17,4% 31,2% 66,7% 60%
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Glossary of key terms

Definition of locally acknowledged terms
The glossary defines / describes terms used in the research and has been an important part of the inter-disci-
plinarity of the research process. Key terms draw on physical (architecture / planning / housing), and social (so-
ciology and anthropology) discourses – and their use has often generated discussion within the research team. 
The outcome of these discussions is embedded within the glossary. Other terms simply explain local words. In 
most cases the English and Portuguese terms are given (the latter in italics). The approximately 60 terms are 
organised alphabetically but sometimes by English and sometimes Portuguese versions.

TERMS/ CONCEPTS Definition / description

Bairro / neighbourhood Bairro (Portuguese) is translated into English as neighbourhood but the term ‘bairro’ will 
be maintained in this study as its use in Maputo implies more than the physical definition 
of a certain urban area. A bairro in Maputo is both an important political - administra-
tive geographic unit, which affects inhabitants in many ways and most residents have 
some sense of belonging to their bairro.  However, the use of the term ‘os bairros’ (which 
could be translated as ‘the neighbourhoods’) – as shown in the ethnographic work of 
the Home Space study – is used to describe the urban areas which are ‘in between’ the 
central city (see also ‘Cidade de Cimento’ below - and the ‘rural’, which itself is a socially 
constructed term with many variations). 

Bairro organizado / organised neighbourhood This is a term used by respondents in the ethnographic survey to indicate a desirable 
neighbourhood in terms of space, plot size, road access and plot demarcation (usual 
rectangular). It may or not be planned officially.

Bancas / stalls Small stalls - often temporary - from which people sell products, often in markets, or 
along streets and roads, also outside of houses. Usually considered ‘informal’ commerce 
as it is generally not regulated - although a number of ‘informal’ markets are taxed

Barracas / kiosks These are small scale commerce / service buildings (normally built with cement blocks) 
- often built into the external walls of plots or houses with a opening to the road / street 
where sales take place

Basic employment This was a term used in 1990 and 2000 studies to which this study refers, to indicate 
non-salaried, low skilled labour - often paid by ‘piece-work’ or the period

Casa permanente (durável) / durable house 
construction

This is a term widely used in Mozambique to distinguish from house wall construction 
in materials such as wattle and daub (‘pau e pique’), reeds (‘caniço’), corrugated iron 
(‘madeira e zinco’), all associated with either rural homesteads or urban areas where 
Mozambicans were not permitted to build with more durable materials in the colonial 
period. Most durable house construction is with sand cement block walls nowadays, 
although extruded clay brick is used for more expensive construction also.

Casa precária / non-permanent house con-
struction

The opposite of durable construction (see above) - often built with a variety of materials 
now that reeds (canico) are seldom used.

Casa própria / ’owned’ house This term was used by respondents to distinguish from houses/plots which did not be-
long to the household / family and generally thus were rented (although could also have 
been ceded temporarily)

Changana / Shangaan Shangaan is an ethnic and linguistic identity which people in Southern Mozambique use 
mainly for those who originate in Gaza province. Other Southern Mozambique ethnic 
and linguistic identities include Ronga and Matsua. Junod’s early anthropological work 
with these peoples tended to put them together in an ethnic identity termed ‘Tsonga’, 
but this is not used in Mozambique. The word Shangaan came from one of invading 
ngoni leaders in the early 19th century whose had the name Sochangae - also known as 
Manukuse. The Ronga speakers distinguish themselves in Maputo city from Changaan 
speakers, although the languages are closely related and are mixed in popular usage.

Cidade de cimento / ’Cement City’ The “Cement City” (which makes up District 1 of Maputo) refers to the central urban 
zone developed in the colonial era with permanent buildings, including high rise; and 
was /is relatively well provided with infrastructure and with a high concentration of social 
equipment and administrative work places. The name has historical connections due to 
the fact that indigenous Mozambicans were not permitted ownership of land or housing 
for many years in the ‘cement city’ area and thus resorted to non-durable construction in 
the peri-urban zone around this (see above), much of which was rented.

Conventional building material / material 
convencional

This generally refers to cement block construction and is a category used in surveys in 
Mozambique for some time (including the national censuses) - see also durable house 
construction above.

Curandeiro / Traditional healer This refers to traditional healers whether focusing on herbal or psychological methods 
(e.g. divination).

Dependencia / annex Many houses in the peri-urban areas have separate annexes - i.e. secondary house - 
on the plot, sometime quite complete. The most common model for these has been an 
annex at the back of the plot, with at least one wall aligned with the boundary, and mod-
elled essentially on servants’ quarters from the colonial time. Previously such annexes 
were often built first while plotholders developed the rest of the plot, the main house (see 
below) perhaps never being realised. This study shows changes in this practice.

Dependentes / dependents Household members who depend exclusively on others for their main sustenance, e.g. 
children, some youths and old people.

Desenrascar This is an urban slang term in Mozambique perhaps best translated into English as  ‘get-
ting by’ through innovative survival mechanisms

DUAT The Mozambican land title document - a usufruct title as land is nationalised in Mozam-
bique. It stands for Direito de Uso e Aproveitamento da Terra - Right to Use and Benefit 
from Land. As documented in the reports it is very difficult to get as the bureaucracy is 
cumbersome and inefficient although there are now titling programmes with international 
assistance which aim to change this situation.

Economic assets / recursos economicos This refers to any form of monetary income (including debt and savings,) or other incom-
ing resources to a household (including agricultural or other production), which can be 
transferred into monetary assets for wider use. It is a key variable in qualitative assess-
ment of poverty as a dynamic state. It is one of the 5 assets used in qualitative analysis 
in the 2000 survey on emerging urban residential land markets - see other forms of 
assets below.

Extended household / agregado extendido This refers to a household with members beyond the direct parents/children relation-
ships - i.e. extended horizontally. The study also used a qualified version of this in rela-
tion to a nuclear family - see below.

Habitable room / divisão  As many people use rooms for various functions - over and above the function they 
may use to designate this - the definition used in the study is that of ‘habitable room’ to 
distinguish between rooms people use for general living (including sleeping) and those 
used predominantly (but not exclusively) for cooking and bathing/wc

Home Space / Espaço do Lar Home space is a concept developed for this study specifically to record the space within 
which peri-urban households dwell - including built and natural components of the en-
vironment of a case study ‘site’ - i.e. houses, annexes, trees, gardens etc. This reflects 
both the way people live inside and outside built spaces but on a ‘plot’, as well as wider 
notions of living space or ‘home’. The objective in defining this term was to find a unit 
of analysis which permitted study of the act of dwelling as well as the physical space of 
the dwelling - and extrapolate from this to wider forms of urban development. The vast 
majority of Sub-Saharan African cities are made up of multiples of such ‘home-spaces’. 
In this way the study cuts across micro-level understanding of housing as a verb and as 
a noun and relates this to wider urban development.

Home / lar Home reflects the embedded sense of belonging and personal / family / social identifica-
tion to a certain space. It is often a positive concept but not always.  Home can also be 
applied to other scales – home town, home region and home country. In this study, as 
explained under the definition of the concept ‘Home Space’, it is primarily used to mean 
where dwelling takes place at the local level and not the neighbourhood, city region etc. 
See also ‘home land’.
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House / habitação,  residencia This is the built form within which dwelling takes place - and in the Sub-Saharan African 
setting often includes various constructions as well as outdoor space, generally environ-
mentally modified for living and associated activities (e.g. gardens, income generating 
activities  etc). The study distinguishes between the house construction and the home 
space, which is the more inclusive term with outdoor space annexes etc.

Household / agregado familiar The study considers primarily the main household residing on plot at time of investiga-
tion defined as that household resident which has the major right to use the space where 
they live as reported by interviewee. Hence the person with major right to the land may 
be absent and thus not belonging to the household – and as such not surveyed in detail. 
This also excludes subordinate households even if resident – including those renting if 
there is another ‘main household’ (i.e. with more rights) resident. Composition of house-
hold: Members eating from the same pot. A household may be female headed or male 
headed.  This is because we are interested mainly in the way space is used by those 
who control and manage it on a day-to-day basis. We are, however, also interested 
in how families (and not necessarily just households) invest – and this requires some 
understanding of who has different rights to the land.

Housing consolidation / consolidacao hab-
itacional

This refers to the process of physical improvement of the house structures and other 
modifications of the environment on the case study site / plot over time

Human assets / recursos humanos This refers to any form of labour and labour development which can provide income and 
thus develop other assets for a household. It is a key variable in qualitative assessment 
of poverty as a dynamic state - see other forms of assets referred to above and below. 
It includes an assessment of the potential labour force (of offiial working age), depend-
ents, schooling levels,  types of job and skills  of labour in a household. It is one of the 5 
assets used in qualitative analysis in the 2000 survey on emerging urban residential land 
markets.

Informality This essentially refers to the condition/situation when activities and their output are not 
regulated by government (and therefore also not counted or measured) - which is the 
key distinction with the ’formal’. While generally used as a binary term and assumed to 
be fully descriptive, in fact the formal often has elements of informal within it. While the 
researchers are critical of the term as it often is used in a negative sense (in that it is 
assumed that the ’informal’ is improper in some sense and needs to be ’formalised’), the 
term is used in this study to refer to the dominant understanding of where an activity / 
output is seen to be situated on a continuum between the poles of ’formal’ and ’informal’. 
For instance, when applied to areas of the central city, especially vis-à-vis land rights, 
these can be termed ’formal’ areas.

Informantes / respondents Household members who took part in surveys providing information

Legal assets / recursos juridicos This refers to any legal rights, such as residence / land rights etc, and also includes 
less formal but important social versions of these - such as links to government through 
bairro secretaries, as well as right to vote - in general what is the understanding of 
citizenship. It is one of the 5 assets used in qualitative analysis in the 2000 survey on 
emerging urban residential land markets.

Lobolo / bride price Bride price represents a ‘traditional’ institution of marriage which involves a series of cer-
emonies centred on payments which can take place over time, but which take on wider 
social and cultural significance due to their importance as integral part of reciprocity in 
socio-economic relations and related solidarity networks

Machamba An agricultural area - whether large or small, ‘formal’ or ‘informal’. In the South of 
Mozambique these are generally spread between two main zones - dryland agricultural 
areas which rely on seasonal rains (and often are on higher and less fertile soils) and 
areas with high water table which permits some form of irrigation and thus permanent 
agricultural use - and which generally have more fertile soils. In urban areas the dryland 
areas are often converted into housing, whereas the ‘green zones’ or permanent agricul-
tural areas are strongly protected by the occupiers.

Main house / casa principal In the study this refers to the principal house construction on a plot / case study - com-
pared to other constructions (as many plots have a variety of house constructions and 
sub-households). The most important distinguishing feature between the main house 
and others is the location on the plot. Often the other house(s)is/are a type of annex - 
see dependencia.

Mukhero This local term refers to the process of buying products in neighbouring South Africa or 
Swaziland and re-selling in the south of Mozambique - a well established economic ac-
tivity. Someone who dos this is called a Mukerista. Such activities are normally operating 
in the grey zone between the formal and informal. 

Nuclear household / agregado familiar 
nuclear

This refers to a household with no members beyond the direct parents/children relation-
ship - whether there are dependents or not. This is often an assumption of the ‘model’ 
family in development terms - modelled on European family structure (which is itself 
changing) - although not necessarily by wider society

Nuclear household with some extensions 
/ agregado familiar nuclear com algum 
extensao

This refers to a household with a few members beyond the direct parents/children 
relationship - usually dependents who generally are related vertically or horizontally. It is 
seen as distinct from an extended household (see above) which is made up of various 
family relations with their own ‘nuclear households’.  

Officially planned / planificado oficial The study used this is a land use category based on the predominant concept of plan-
ning in Mozambique as being that which is led by the state and through this process is 
‘official’ and should be registered in the official land cadastre of the municipality (or the 
equivalent in the neighbouring Province). On this basis, according to the planning legis-
lation, a formal land title can be provided (see DUAT). However various areas officially 
planned in the past have not led to titling under the new land law and regulations and 
are to be subject to a ‘regularisation’ process.

Pátio / patio This is term used locally in Mozambique for an external paved space on a housing plot.

Patrilinear Patrilineality (or agnatic kinship) is a system in which one belongs to one’s father’s line-
age. 

Patrilocal Patrilocal residence or patrilocality is a term referring to the social system in which a 
married couple resides with or near the husband’s parents.

Peri-urban This term has been used in planning for some time and refers to areas which have 
urban characteristics (i.e. higher population/land density and urban land uses; where the 
population is socially differentiated and economically primarily engaged within monetary 
economies), but which have partial physical development in terms of construction and 
infrastructure, and retain activities and space use usually associated with ‘rural’ areas. 
While the term drew originally from the concept of a periphery (as opposed to a centre) it 
is a widely pervasive urban form, especially in Sub-Saharan Africa. Such areas are usu-
ally, but not always, quite dynamic. They are, however, distinguished conceptually from 
‘suburban’ areas - at least in this research - as the latter are seen as non-central areas 
with fully consolidated housing, infrastructure and services.

Physical assets / recursos fisicos This refers to any physical investments, such constructions and infrastructure (indi-
vidually sourced, at least at house / plot level), as well as social equipment / facilities 
such as education, health and recreation, and other privately funded services such as 
commerce. Good access to such physical assets is seen as one of the 5 assets used in 
qualitative analysis in the 2000 survey on emerging urban residential land markets.

Planning / planificacao, planeamento This term refers to the deliberative act of deciding on future land and resource use as 
well as guiding actual decisions on such uses. It thus embeds forms of future ‘visions’ 
for the resources as well as on-going decision-making. Since the beginning of the 20th 
century it has evolved as a distinctive professional category which operates at a range 
of scales from local neighbourhood (e.g. sub-division planning), city area (area-specific 
masterplans, local plans, city structure plans) to regional plans. The objective of such 
planning is to structure future decision-making based on agreed values of those in a par-
ticipating decision-making group. How this is implemented in practice across countries 
etc is widely varied however. The study uses this term for Mozambique  to refer to any 
activity that have clear physical implications of spatial order that may be observed on the 
ground (e.g. geometric repeated forms). This planning may be executed by local people, 
topographers or planners and may not have a ‘plan’ as a prior ‘design’, the process 
itself being simple pacing or with sophisticated survey instruments. The research thus 
acknowledges any form of planning having specific visible implications in the field. 

Poverty indicators / indicadores de pobreza Following the poverty analysis of the 2000 land market survey , the study defines 5 pov-
erty indicators; very poor, poor, medium, rich and very rich - the term ‘rich’ being used as 
it also reflects non-monetary wealth.

Quartos / bedrooms Differently from habitable rooms/divisoes as defined above, these internal spaces 
represent rooms set aside mainly for sleeping, although also providing important storage 
and privacy functions in houses. As noted under habitable room above, other rooms may 
also be used for sleeping.

Quintal / yard The external areas of a housing plot.
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Reordenado / reordered In some parts of Maputo the central government has undertaken a settlement ‘upgrad-
ing’  project, ordering and re-ordering space use and providing some basic infrastructure 
- known in Portuguese locally as ‘reordenamento’. However, while a central government 
initiative, these have generally not been officially recognised as ‘officially planned’ at 
local government level and as such the land tenure aspects have never been officially 
processed. In more recent times a few areas ‘planned’ and developed by communities in 
an ordered way have been accepted as ‘official’ - and hence also re-ordered. In no case 
however have definitive land titles been applied - a process which the city government is 
now considering with World Bank support.

Single parent household /  agregado familiar 
monoparental

A household headed by a single parent with dependents - whether male or female.

Single person household/  agregado familiar 
unipessoal

A household composed of a single person with no dependents or other residents resid-
ing with them.

Case study sites / estudos de caso This study is based on case studies in the social science tradition. Given the study’s fo-
cus on physical urban development, the cases are physical sites - also known as ‘plots’ 
- and not households or families. Thus if a household changes or moves the project 
maintains its focus on the site and interviews any new household, or if vacant records 
the physical condition. If a site is subdivided, the project includes new resident house-
holds in the surveys and if amalgamated with other sites/plots, it then includes the larger 
site. The limits of the site/plot are those recognised by the household and not necessar-
ily thise which are recognised by any form of planning or land cadastre.

Slum / cortico The official UN definition of a slum household is a group of individuals living under the 
same roof lacking one or more of the following conditions: access to improved water; 
access to improved sanitation; sufficient living area; durability of housing; and security 
of tenure - although it is acknowledged that the first 4 categories are predominant in 
statistics due to difficulties in collecting information on the last category. This study is 
contesting this definition as the terminology stigmatises the majority of the urban poor in 
most African cities and often signals a first step towards eradication. Even if the majority 
of peri-urban residents are seen as living in slums (due to the UN definition), very few 
would acknowledge this and the fact, as proven in the study, the majority are investing 
enormously in their homes constantly improving these.

Social assets / recursos sociais This refers to social networks of support, whether family, kin, neighbourhood, asso-
ciation/church etc. In situations of vulnerability these relations - usually of reciprocity 
although also quite fragile - can represent important assets and are seen as one of the 5 
assets used in qualitative analysis in the 2000 survey on emerging urban residential land 
markets.

Suburbs / suburbios Maputo has high density areas in both the fully developed centre (“Cidade de Cimento” 
- see above) and the surrounding informal areas historically termed “suburbios” in Por-
tuguese. In Portuguese this term generally refers to incomplete urban areas, in English 
usually termed ‘peri-urban’ areas. In Maputo, these compose most of existing Urban 
Districts 2 and 3. The peri-urban area has expanded far beyond these areas in time and 
the term has a predominantly historical as well as social and cultural significance. The 
English term is used, however, for completely developed urban areas at relatively low 
density and with individual houses (usually semi-detached and detached) - and hence 
the terminological distinction used in the study texts.

Talhão / plot This refers to the plot of land occupied by a household (whether formal or informal) but 
also is used to refer to the external space around the house constructions - see also 
quintal / yard.

Tchova The local name for a hand cart - the cheapest way to transport goods in Maputo (from 
the verb to push in local language)

Temporary caretaker houses  / casa do 
guarda 

Various plots may have a temporary house for a guard - or a caretaker living in an unoc-
cupied (and often unfinished) house - while awaiting development or during construction. 
This is usually built of non-durable materials.

Terra de origem / homeland This is generally the area referred to by people as to where they or their ancestors were 
born (and usually were buried) and has strong social and cultural significance for identity

Troca / bargain This refers to the process of bargaining or its product (a bargain) - closely associated 
with the activity of ‘desenrascar’ / survival (see above) - and while originally could have 
been a non-monetary transaction is increasingly at least partly monetary

Unofficially planned / planificado nao-oficial In contrast to ‘official planning’ (see above ‘unofficial planning’) is where some form of 
ordered land sub-division has been implemented without necessarily any professional 
plan, and without any state sanction, representing a private and/or community initiative. 
Thus, while a clear physical order exists on the ground, no official planning by the city 
authorities has taken place and there is no recognised reference at the city council of 
the plan. This phenomenon is based on 2 main reasons: a) the limitation of state activity 
in sub-division and b) the aspiration by many for an ‘ordered’ urban environment (see 
ethnographic survey). It also seems to be related to a sense by local residents that such 
ordered areas are more likely to provide tenure security, although this remains to be 
seen.

Unplanned area / area nao-planificada This is a widely used land use category also called ‘informally’ or ‘spontaneously’ oc-
cupied, ‘squatted’  etc As defined for the  study - which accepts the predominant concept 
of planning in Mozambique as being that which is led by the state and thus official - any 
area without any form of official or unofficial planning or re-ordering (see other defini-
tions above) is considered unplanned - although it may have had community and social 
decision-making on land use development. The concept is closely associated with spa-
tial ‘order’ - which tends to be perceived in rectilinear form.  Such ‘unplanned’ areas may 
in fact have state involvement of various forms in their establishment but they are neither 
officially or unofficially planned  or re-ordered (through some form of physical planning 
process). In principle, with the publication of the Planning Law and associated Urban 
Land Regulations, no land title can be allocated in such areas until this is ‘planned’ or 
‘regularized’ through a plan.

Urban periphery / periferia This term is used in the study to refer to the areas furthest from the city centre which 
are now undergoing transformation of land uses from predominantly rural typologies to 
urban typologies - also called the ‘urbanisation frontline’. See also peri-urban

Urban / urbano In this study, urban refers to areas having: a) a relative high degree of population density 
(c 40 inhabitants/ha); b) predominant involvement in the monetary economy; and c) so-
cial relationships no longer relying only on family and kinship. What is urban includes the 
urban core (the ‘cement city’) and the urban areas often referred to as “os bairros” - all 
with an urban density (as defined above) and all serviced with some infrastructure

Urbanisation / urbanização Urbanisation in global terms refers to the process of increasing proportions of population 
in urban as opposed to non-urban (usually seen as rural) areas. However in Portuguese 
‘urbanização’ can also refer to the physical urban development process of planning, land 
sub-division and urban infrastructure provision.

Xitique The local term in Maputo for a rotating savings association.
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